SPECIAL USES of PLUMB BOBS
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0. INTRODUCTION

Dear Fellow Collector,

Usually we think that only workers like masons, carpenters etc. use plumb bobs to verify the verticality of their work.

But there are also other people who use plumb bobs in unusual, imaginative and sometimes whimsical ways. Today I will illustrate the use of plumb bobs in relation to other activities not normally associated with “work” and “tools” used to perform work.

The sources for the material in this newsletter are old patents, old books or newspapers and the world wide web.

1. CYCLING

To get the right position on a bicycle a plumb bob is used:

An offer:\n
Brass Plumb Bob with waxed string. Small size - stows easily into Bike Fit Systems Cleat Screw Kit, measuring 1" in length. $ 10.95

Above:
Drawing from patent US 4696111 from 1987 DEVICE FOR ASSESSING INCLINATION
2. KITE

From a 1910 French newspaper

Translated from the French original:

**Angle Indicator for a KITE**

“I tried to make an angle indicator for a kite. It consists of one quarter of a circle whose center is equipped with a plumb line indicating the angle of the scale graduated cable retainer kite with the horizon at the same time against each other cable and part b, the instrument is maintained and steadily and can slide downwards. The center of the quadrant is pierced with a tiny hole through which a wire ending in a ball of lead (p), this thread is the index of the scale. The dimensions shown relate to one quadrant with a degree equal to 2 millimeters, to make the scale easier to perform and also reading less tiring. The central recess is designed to make the device lighter, to distort the least possible information. The drawing shows the device placed on the cable ALBERT BENEZET”

plumbbobwolf@t-online.de
3. GOLF
You want to improve your game of golf?
There are more patents than you would imagine where a plumb bob is proposed to improve your game.
Here some examples:

I learned on a web site that there exists a special GOLFER TYPE plumb bob!

THE PLUMB BOB GUY
"Plumb-Bob Guy evaluates a putt from every direction. First they stand behind the ball and plumb-bob their putter as if they are surveying new road construction. They don't feel confident until they consult a U.S. Corps of Engineers topographic map they have spread out on a Black and Decker Workmate set up on the green. Then they take a soil sample to determine moisture content and grass variety. By this time you've sat in the fairway so long waiting for them to clear the green you get hungry so you build a fire and roast hot dogs."

This could be correct. I found some patents that show members of this type 😊
A device for aiding a golf player in addressing the ball and in maintaining his stance during the back stroke of the golf club, and the forward stroke to propel the ball into flight. It includes a pendulum type device with a flexible suspension cord and a mouthpiece to be grasped by the mouth of the golfer, and at the lower end of the cord a plumb-bob type of weighted body to be held right over the center of the golf ball, so that the user can visually hold his head stationary during the back stroke and forward stroke of the golf club, for he can immediately visually notice by movement of the plumb-bob weighted body any movement of his head.
FLAG FOR GOLF COURSE
The mining surveyors would be happy to know this patent from 1935, but it is for a Golf Course:

GOLF PUTTER WITH INDICATING LEVEL

4. BOWLS
As already mentioned in the NEWS 2010-04 English plumb bobs part 1 “PLUMB BOBS” are also used for playing bowls:

TAYLOR ROLPH patent
Recently on EBAY, there was a listing for a “patented TAYLOR ROLPH” with a patent number 30048.

This patent GB 191030048 MERCER 1911 MEASURING DEV FOR BOWL GAMES is not for a PLUMB BOB, but for a measuring system of a bowling game. Separated into its parts, you could use either part as a plumb bob, however, that is not the defining feature.
The pieces (plumb bobs) are used horizontal as the END and BEGINNING of the MEASURING LINE.
Inventor is John Harley MERCER, of British nationality, Mount Carron, Carron, Falkirk, Engineer……

TAYLOR ROLPH used his patent to sell his products (Games, especially bowling games).

Drawings below from the patent GB 191030048 MERCER 1911 MEASURING DEV FOR BOWL GAMES and GB 181606 MERCER 1922 MEASURING DEVICE FOR GAMES

PATENT SPECIFICATION

Abstract of GB191030048
30,048. Mercer, J. H. Dec. 28. Cleats. - In devices for measuring distances in the game of bowls consisting of a cord fixed to one contactpoint but free to pass through another, the cord is gripped at any point by a device of the kind in which kinking of the cord is effected. Three forms of the device are described in the Specification. In the form shown in Fig. 1, a spring normally pushes the locking-piece d against the inclined face of the plug b<1> so as to cause the hole in the former to be out of alinement with the central hole in the latter; in that shown in Fig. 4, the piece d is adapted to force the cord into a recess in the plug b<1>. The third form is similar to that just described. In all cases the locking-piece can be depressed by means of a projection d<2> so as to release the cord.

Data supplied from the esp@cenet database - Worldwide
5. PINBALL

Everybody knows a pin ball machine. But did you know that there is a "plumb bob" hidden inside? Here are some details (more see on the web site of the “pinball-fixers” E:

TILT

Harry Williams (while working for Pacific Amusements) was the person responsible for inventing the "TILT" mechanism in 1932. The idea was to stop people from lifting and moving the machine, so they could "win" at it.

Another milestone for Pinball History, without it, the newer machines would never have gained their popularity as a game of skill.

As Pinball Machines had now progressed from the early Bagatelle games, where you could now win prizes, there needed to be a way to prevent people from "cheating".

The TILT mechanism solved this problem, and there are different versions of the TILT mechanism:

The Plumb Bob Tilt - which has a weighted metal rod dangling down into a metal circle, therefore sensing all movement and "Tilting" the machine.

The Slam Tilt - which is a set of contacts that detect the "slamming" of the front door.

The Roll Tilt - which is a metal ball that runs along an inclined guide that senses if the machine has been lifted.

The Playfield Tilt - which is a set of contacts that detect excessive slamming or lifting / dropping of the machine.

Harry Williams (with Sam Stern) went on to establish Williams Manufacturing in 1944, another name that is well renowed, but unfortunately ceased manufacturing Pinball Machines in 1999, as the Pinball History will reflect.

Plumb Bob

The Plumb Bob was first used as a Tilt Mechanism in 1935. This new design (also by Harry Williams) was far more reliable, easier to adjust, and didn't have to be reset.

The idea of a Plumb Bob has been around a long time, and is used in construction, surveying, and measurement, to name a few. Basically it is a piece of string that is attached to a weight at one end, while hanging from the other. This gives you a perfectly vertical line that is vertically level.

The Plumb Bob Tilt works on this principle, but is a metal rod attached to the pinball machine cabinet at one end (top), with the weight at the other (bottom). It has a metal ring surrounding the weighted end.

The Plumb Bob works as a switch contact. The metal rod is attached to one half of the switch wiring, while the metal ring is attached to the other half. When the Plumb Bob swings due to movement of the pinball machine, it eventually
touches the metal ring, closing the circuit (switch), and tells the pinball it has been "tilted".

This process causes the pinball machine to shut down until the ball has returned to its start (drained). Modern Pinball Machines give Warnings (which are usually adjustable from 0 to 5) before they shut the machine down, and wait for the ball to be returned.

Harry Williams called this new version "Tilt" after he overheard some players saying that the machine had "Tilted" after nudging it too much.

The Plumb Bob can be adjusted to determine how it reacts to nudging. If the Plumb Bob (or weight) is moved up on its shaft, it becomes closer to the metal ring. This means that it takes less movement for the Plumb Bob to make contact. Similarly, moving it further down the rod increases the amount of movement required before the machine will tilt.

The Plumb Bob Tilt when activated causes modern pinball machines to stop play on the current ball. Once the ball has drained, a new ball is started, and play is allowed to continue.

But you can cause the machine to end the current game, loose that credit, and have to start over again...

Here are some patent drawings of this system from 1937 and 1994:

**United States Patent**

Patina, Sr. et al.

Patent Number: 5,338,031

Date of Patent: Aug. 16, 1994

**ABSTRACT**

The tilt switch/incline indicator of the invention consists of a first support member that is connected to the game cabinet in a known orientation. A second member is pivotally supported on the first member and can be fixed relative thereto at angles corresponding to the desired angle of incline of the playfield. The second member supports a pendulum-type tilt switch similar to that used in the prior art. The pendulum acts like a plumb line to give a visual indication to the game operator that the playfield is at the desired angle set at the second member by observing when the pendulum is centered relative to the contact. The mechanism of the invention uses the tilt switch as the level indicator such that the playfield can be positioned at a known angle without requiring a separate level indicator or the recalibration to the tilt switch.
TANK WAGON

This system is also used to be sure that a tank wagon is in the correct position (horizontal), when it is checked at the “board of weights and measures / gauging office”.

The photos below are from a visit in a German “Eichamt” in Bad Kreuznach. With the diameter of the hole and the diameter of the plumb bob you can make a “definition of tolerance.”

The same mechanism is also used for a US Patent MOTION SENSOR / PEDOMETER:
(must be very very small)

[0046] While not shown in FIGS. 1-4, the pedometer includes means for sensing walking in the form of a motion sensor. One form of motion sensor which may be utilized is shown in FIG. 5 and is indicated generally at 142. This form of motion sensor includes a pendulum/plumb bob which is supported by an upper electrically conductive bracket 146. An electrical conductive rod 150 which may be an extension of the plumb bob support rod 152 is adapted to make electrical contact with a lower electrically conductive bracket 148. The terms “upper” and “lower” refer to the position of these components when the pedometer is clipped to a belt or the like. In order to control movement of the pendulum, a dash pot 154 is provided to limit excessive swinging motion.
6. AEROMODELLING

In the www I found another use of the plumb bob\(^F\): It is the story of the construction of a Seabee Sport/F3A Pattern. “With the aircraft fully assembled and ready to fly, I hung it in a home-made balance-rig to do a final check on the Center-of-Gravity. The CoG will always lie directly under the point of suspension, and a plumb-bob hanging from the same point will show the exact location of the CoG on the airframe.”

7. BOMBER TRAINING

In MODERN MECHANIX from Oct 1940\(^G\) I found:

“Tricycle” Trains Army Bombers

Perched on an odd three-wheeled framework of metal tubing, a U. S. Army pilot and his bombardier are pictured above at Riverside, Calif., getting in some ground bombing practice with an electrical machine said to simulate actual bombing conditions. A falling plumb bob plays the role of a bomb. Note that the bomb sight, a closely-guarded Air Corps secret since it is reputed to be the most accurate in the world, is covered with a hood to hide it from the prying eye of the camera.
8. CARS + RAILWAYS

Last year I got from the USA an instrument to measure the alignment of the wheels on a car. With some relative degree of accuracy some parameters of the WHEEL such as camber, caster, king pin alignment and side inclination of front wheels, can be measured and corrected.

Searching for more information I found some patents from 1931, 1935 and 1951 (not all shown here):

Two homemade versions from the www:

This type of tool was offered on Ebay some years ago.
As recently as 1953 this “plumb bob” was part of a patent.

Patented Feb. 3, 1953

2,627,123

Much older is the RAILWAY GAUGE patent from 1884. The drawings tell it all.

No Model:
G. Mcgregor
RAILWAY GAUGE.
No. 309,798.
Patented Dec. 23, 1884.

Another instrument (plumb level) for this measurement from BELGIUM:
9. AMUSEMENT

Steward [41] Apr. 29, 1980

[57] ABSTRACT

An amusement device including a base and a support carried by the base for suspending a pendulum above a marking surface. The pendulum includes a marker for tracing figures on the marking surface which is provided by a granular material contained in a bowl carried by the base. As the pendulum swings to and fro, the bowl can be rotated to control the tracing of geometrical figures on the marking surface.

TEXT BY ANDY ANDRADE

Unlike normal pendulums, like you find in grandfather clocks, two external forces are operating on the pendulum: the downward action of gravity acts upon the mass of the pendulum, and the tension on the line between the mass and the anchor point. It is the interplay between these two forces that, primarily, describe the patterns in which the mass moves.

It's a beautiful dance, but it's difficult to see just how elegant and complex the movement is until you find a way to see the movement in context. By sharpening the mass to a point and having it describe its path through a shallow dish of sand, you can see the track the pendulum takes on its regular rhythmic cycle. Back and forth, to and fro, the pendulum swings into gorgeous elliptical loops and whorls. This chrome Pit and Pendulum, while not as sinister as the version Poe wrote about, belongs on your desk, creating art out of science – beauty out of mathematics. Using phrases like “conical pendulum mathematical aesthetics” make a person appear smart, a prerequisite for mad scientists.

To know more about the “Original Foucault Pendulum” in Paris, see WOLF’S PLUMB BOB NEWS 2008-07 about the collectors meeting in Paris on www.plumbbobcollectors.info
10. ARCHERY

A sighting apparatus includes a framework mounting a forward and rear post vertically adjustable to accommodate height of an individual, with an upper support beam mounted to each upper terminal end of each post. The support beam including a forward plate for mounting the bow thereon, and including a plurality of guide rods positioned on opposed sides of the support beam, with a central drive screw arranged for selective retraction of the bow string of the associated bow. The organization includes a plumb bob and bow angulating member to effect vertical alignment of the bow, with the bow string arranged for retraction and subsequent release to effect flight of an associated archery arrow from the apparatus in an aligned orientation for sighting of the bow.

A plumb bob and support line 34 (see FIG. 10) are sighted along a setting line 34a to intersect upper and lower terminal ends of the bow "B." To permit vertical adjustment and positioning in alignment of the sighting line 34a, a bow mounting plate 35 includes (see FIGS. 5, 10A, 10B, and 10C).

United States Patent

Inventor: Gary L. Hawk, 110 Alice Dr.

Assignee: Gary L. Hawk

Inventor: Gary L. Hawk

Archery Sighting-Tuning Apparatus

Abstract

A method and apparatus for precisely positioning various components of a compound bow is accomplished through the use of a device which adjusts, but securely, holds a compound bow in either a vertical orientation for the positioning of the nock or a horizontal orientation for the positioning of the arrow shelf, sights and pulleys. The method and apparatus of the present invention effectively alleviates the built-in inaccuracies in shooting an arrow. More specifically, the user can accurately position the nock on the main bow string, precisely align the arrow shelf with the main bow string, accurately align the sight bar on the bow with the peep sight on the main bow string, and check the accuracy of the alignment of the pulleys.

10. ARCHERY

A method and apparatus for precisely positioning various components of a compound bow is accomplished through the use of a device which adjusts, but securely, holds a compound bow in either a vertical orientation for the positioning of the nock or a horizontal orientation for the positioning of the arrow shelf, sights and pulleys. The method and apparatus of the present invention effectively alleviates the built-in inaccuracies in shooting an arrow. More specifically, the user can accurately position the nock on the main bow string, precisely align the arrow shelf with the main bow string, accurately align the sight bar on the bow with the peep sight on the main bow string, and check the accuracy of the alignment of the pulleys.

A plumb bob and support line 34 (see FIG. 10) are sighted along a setting line 34a to intersect upper and lower terminal ends of the bow "B." To permit vertical adjustment and positioning in alignment of the sighting line 34a, a bow mounting plate 35 includes (see FIGS. 5, 10A, 10B, and 10C).
11. SOMETHING TO SMILE ABOUT 😊

Sometimes not a PLUMB BOB but a CHALK LINE is used to get information about the vertical position.......(unknown source)

A POLICE TEST:
SERGT: NOW SIR, WILL YOU PLEASE WALK DOWN THAT CHALK LINE.
LOOK HERE SERGENT – HIG – NO LARKS – HIG - WISH LINE D’ MEAN?

Last but not least: A GOLFERS PLUMB from Design patent US373402 from 1996

United States Patent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patent Number</th>
<th>Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>373,402</td>
<td>373,402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Williamson

Inventor: Massey D. Williamson, 5 Oak Knoll Dr., Castle Hayes, N.C. 28429

**Term:** 16 Years

CLAIM

The ornamental design for a golfer’s plumb, as shown and described.
Last message before deadline:

**PLUMB BOB SELLER ON THE MOON!**

The French are now also represented on the moon with a tool shop. (See picture right). The last time I saw D. V., (a reader of my newsletter and a well known French tool seller) at the meeting in Bievres/Paris; May 2008.

This could still be a fine topic for one of the next NEWS.

By the way, Alan Shepard did not use any of the golf training aids shown in the chapter 3 GOLF. See picture right**Portrait** by Apollo 12 Astronaut And Fourth Man On The Moon, Alan Bean, Of Apollo 14 Astronaut And Fifth Man On The Moon, Alan Shepard, Hitting The First Lunar Golf Ball With a No 6 Iron Golf Club, Feb. 1971:

**12.SOURCES and FOOTNOTES**

The full patents you can find on [http://www.google.com/patents](http://www.google.com/patents)

**REMARK:**
This is an article of the monthly published WOLF’S PLUMB BOB NEWS that is sent on demand as PDF-file attachment by email. FREE.

You can see all former and future publications on my website [www.plumbbobcollectors.info](http://www.plumbbobcollectors.info)

Remarks and contact by email: plumbbobwolf@t-online.de

Thank you for your interest!

Wolf Ruecker

**FOOTNOTES:**

B WWW.BIKEFIT.com
D [www.joeditzel.com_taxonomy_term/149](http://www.joeditzel.com_taxonomy_term/149)